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PRESIDENT’S CORNER – SEPTEMBER 2022
Hey Buckeroos,
There has been a lot going on, and more coming up, so I had better get to it.
First, the Emerald Coast Beer Festival was as much fun as always. We presented 6 beers, and
none of them sucked. There was a marked shortage of Homebrew clubs this year, only 5 clubs came,
but the beers were spectacular. Will Lambert was the first to float, with his strawberry rhubarb cream
ale. Other members to donate beer included Greg Hackenberg, with strawberry wheat ale, Alessa
brought a Pale Ale, John Vinson sent an Imperial Red Ale, and I came with Pirate’s Blood and Pilsner.
We had a lot of great comments about our group, starting with Will’s new jockey box, our overhead
signage (thanks Greg), and the fact that we are still coming, serving our beers, and enjoying this
event. At the beach party the next day, the Chalmette Gumbo crew served the starving masses. You
better not sleep late if you want to get some. Thanks again to Boom, Chester, and Mickey. As the day
went on, we floated the rest of our kegs. It really feels good coming home empty.
A week later was Brewstock fest, which took place at the Deutsches Haus. This was a strictly
homebrew event with clubs and brewers from as far away as Mobile. Oliver from Brewstock, ran this
event as a way to encourage our favorite hobby. There were over one hundred different beers and
meads served, and it was a chance to interact and reconnect with other local home brewers. Our club
members supplied at least six beers for this event, and I feel we had a really good showing.
The BOD has appointed Jack Horne as Chairman of the Nominating Committee. Any member
in good standing can run for any office. If you are interested, and think you got what it takes, please
contact him to have your name put on the ballot. In November, the Nominating committee will
present the names. If you miss this deadline, don’t worry, we allow nominations from the floor at the
December meeting. That meeting, which is also our Christmas party, will be on Wednesday, the 7th.
This is when we vote in the next group of suckers.
We will be taking the month of October off from Brewoffs, but will come back with two in
November. On the 5th, which is National Learn to Homebrew Day, we will be hosted by Sonny Day at
the Bywater Brew Pub. The style will be a Strong Belgian Golden Ale, and I will be Brewmaster. On the
19th, we will be making another Oyster Stout at Charles Sules house. I believe Will is slated for
Brewmaster. Sign up soon.
Take care all, and keep brewing, Neil
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BREWOFF SCHEDULE FOR 2022 (Subject to Change, Really)
Date

Style

Host

Location

1/8/22

Pale Ale

1700 Moss St NOLA

2/19/22

Rye PA

Deutsches
Haus
Gerald
Lester

3/12/22

Pils or golden ale

Faith Lutheran
Church Harahan, LA

Brewmaster
Alessa Massey

Cancelled
Cancelled

Brown Ale

Kevin Hingle

5/21/22

Wheat ale

The Haus

6/18/22

BIABS
Saison

Neil Barnett

July
8/20/22

Off
BIABS
Hoppy Pale Ale

9/24/22

Wee Heavy

TBD

Cancelled

4/23/22
1700 Moss St. NOLA
5636 Hawthorne Pl
NOLA, 70124

Barney

Irish Red Ale

11/5/22

Strong Belgian
Golden Ale
Oyster Stout

11/19/22

Will Thompson

Mike Malley

Chad Bowman 2700 Maureen Ln
Meraux, LA

10/22/22

Hector Meier

Gerald
Lester
Cancelled

By-Water
Brewery

3000 Royal St.
Nola 70117

Charles Sule

*BIABS = brewing in a bathing suit

Standard Wort price $30.00

Standard Lunch price$10.00

For any new members, a Brewoff is a group event in which we make 50 gallons of beer with
the Club equipment. The wort is then split up into ten, 5-gallon units. The units are given out to
the Host(1), Brewmaster(1), Chef(1), Equipment Movers(2), and Grunts(5). Guests and
Alternates are encouraged to sign up and join in the fun. Wort participants must bring their
own 5-gallon fermenter, and yeast. If you are interested, email me at cbowman75@gmail.com
or sign up at the meetings. Buy a truck

Hey good people,
We need people to sign up for the Learn to Homebrew day (11-5-22), also the
brew-off later in the month (11-19-22) at Charles Sule's place. Come see me at
the meeting in October, or shoot me an email. I hope everyone is well. Good day!
Prost,
DUMBO

BREWOFF RECIPE – SEPTEMBER 2022
Brewoff Archive now available online!

An archive of downloadable Brewoff recipes is now available on the website under the Brewing
Resources tab. The page, https://crescentcityhomebrewers.org/brewing-resources/brewoffrecipes/, highlights recipes going back to 2014, and is broken down by year, with clickable links
for the brews that we have.
There are some gaps in the data though. Any missing recipes will have the beer style as a
unclickable link. If you have any of these recipes, please forward them over, and we will get
them posted.
This is a work in progress, and we hope to expand this resource with more recipes in the future.
Any recipe submissions can be sent to whlambert@gmail.com or
crescentcityhomebrewers@gmail.com.

Gerald Lester
Wee Heavy – September 2022 Brewoff – Chad and Deanna’s
On the bright, sunny, hot day of September 23rd we had the brewoff at our DUMBO's (Chad)
house to brew a Wee Heavy. A very nice facility with plenty of parking. In addition to being cohost Deanna was also our chef!!!! Our host also provided a very nice Märzen (10 gallons) for
our all day enjoyment along with bottled water.
First off, I'll talk about the food! Our chef started the the day off with biscuits and sausage
gravy. For those not liking sausage gray (no judgement here please), there was also butter and
strawberry preserves. The biscuits were moist, tall and flaky. Now, I can't speak to the
strawberry preserves, but the sausage gray was wonderfully.
Next out was a Charcuterie Board with grapes, (assuming my count is correct) three types of
cheeses and meats. At the same time Dean brought out chips with a bacon, cheddar ranch dip
and a spinach dip.

Finally lunch was brought out. This consisted of hand made lasagna, pulled (freshly) smoke
pork, green beans, buns, and coleslaw. Also supplied by one of our guest was a chocolate bunt
cake. All of which where yummy!
Ok, now for a little bit about the style -- Strong British Ale Wee Heavy (BJCP 2015 17C). This is a
rich, malty, dextrinous, and usually caramel-sweet, these beers can give an impression that is
suggestive of a dessert. Complex secondary malt and alcohol flavors prevent a one-dimensional
quality. Strength and maltiness can vary, but should not be cloying or syrupy. This beer's ABV
range is 6.5%-10%.
Aroma: Deeply malty, with a strong caramel component. Lightly smoky secondary aromas may
also be present, adding complexity; peat smoke is inappropriate. Diacetyl should be low to
none. Low to moderate esters and alcohol are often present in stronger versions. Hops are very
low to none, and can be slightly earthy or floral.
Appearance: Light copper to dark brown color, often with deep ruby highlights. Clear. Usually
has a large tan head, which may not persist. Legs may be evident in stronger versions.
Flavor: Richly malty with significant caramel (particularly in stronger versions). Hints of roasted
malt may be present (sometimes perceived as a faint smoke character), as may some nutty
character, all of which may last into the finish. Peat smoke is inappropriate. Hop flavors and
bitterness are low to medium-low, so the malt presence should dominate the balance. Diacetyl
should be low to none. Low to moderate esters and alcohol are usually present. Esters may
suggest plums, raisins or dried fruit. The palate is usually full and sweet, but the finish may be
sweet to medium-dry, sometimes with a light roasty-grainy note.
Mouthfeel: Medium-full to full-bodied, with some versions (but not all) having a thick, chewy
viscosity. A smooth, alcoholic warmth is usually present and is quite welcome since it balances
the malty sweetness. Carbonation should be moderate.
Now, I will talk about the even itself. We had three people that signed up as grunts that were
no shows -- two that day when we called them to see if they were coming. The good news is
we have a couple of club units (I hope one is present at the Christmas Party). The bad news this
caused a late start and we were short handed all day.
During the mash, our temperature started a little low, but we brought it up by adding extra
water. With the large grain bill and extra water we maxed out our new mash tuns. We took
about 15 extra minutes, which I blame on not adding enough water at the start, to pass the
iodine test.
We fly sparged until the brew kettle was full. We also then fly sparged and additional 15
gallons for a second running -- when cleaning the equipment we discovered we could have just
drained the grain bed to get the 15 gallons for a second running. The second running will likely
appear at Winterfest.

At this point we are about an hour behind schedule (see notes about people not showing
up). During the boil we keep having issues with boil over -- until I remembered the trick of
using a fan to blow air across the top of the kettle (hint: would be a nice addition to our
standard equipment). Due to the boil overs, we kept starting and stopping the boil. At the end
of the boil we were now about 1.5 to two hours behind schedule (I didn't say I remembered the
fan immediately).
We attempted to use just the counter flow to chill the wort since we had forgot ice. As we
started another problem arose -- we were getting very, very, very slow flow. We tried a
different pump. We tried backflow purging of components with hose water. We could not get
it working right. At the time of this writing, I had not heard back from our quarter master on
what the exact problem turned out to be.
Since we were now about three to four hours behind schedule we decided to not chill the wort
before distributing it. This would mean that everyone would have to pitch their yeast later
after the wort cooled down (it was about 90). We ended up getting about 47 or 48 gallons of
wort.
Our chef made "take home plates" for all.
A long, at times frustrating, but enjoyable day. At the time of this writing the next day, I had not
heard back from our host on when the "apre brew" ended (assuming it had ended -- which may
be a bad assumption with the amount of food and beer still around).
Closing note to future brew masters -- our quartermaster informed me that with the new mash
turns our efficiency is about 80% instead of about 73% with the old system.

Wee Heavy - 202209
Wee Heavy (17 C)
Date: 14 Sep 2019
Brewer: Gerald W. Lester
Asst Brewer:
Equipment: Club Equipment
Efficiency: 72.00 %
Est Mash Efficiency: 73.4 %
Taste Rating: 30.0

Type: All Grain
Batch Size: 50.00 gal
Boil Size: 55.12 gal
Boil Time: 60 min
End of Boil Vol: 53.12 gal
Final Bottling Vol: 49.25 gal
Fermentation: Lager, Two Stage
Taste Notes:
Amt
80.00 gal
7.96 g
100 lbs
20 lbs
18 lbs
14 lbs
11 lbs
10 lbs
7 lbs
2.64 g
20.00 oz
10.0 pkg

Ingredients

Name
NOLA Fall
Chalk (Mash)
Pilsner (2 Row) Ger (2.0 SRM)
Munich Malt - 20L (20.0 SRM)
Melanoiden Malt (20.0 SRM)
Honey Malt (25.0 SRM)
Pale Malt, Maris Otter (3.0 SRM)
Smoked Malt (2.8 SRM)
Caramel/Crystal Malt -120L (120.0 SRM)
Chalk (Sparge)
Lemondrop [6.00 %] - Boil 20.0 min
Hornindal Kveik
(Omega #OYL-091)

Type
Water
Water Agent
Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Water Agent
Hop

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

%/IBU
55.6 %
11.1 %
10.0 %
7.8 %
6.1 %
5.6 %
3.9 %
22.8 IBUs

Volume
7.81 gal
1.56 gal
1.41 gal
1.09 gal
0.86 gal
0.78 gal
0.55 gal
-

Yeast

12

-

-

Gravity, Alcohol Content and Color
Est Original Gravity: 1.095 SG
Est Final Gravity: 1.023 SG
Estimated Alcohol by Vol: 9.6 %
Bitterness: 22.8 IBUs
Est Color: 19.8 SRM

Measured Original Gravity: 1.046 SG
Measured Final Gravity: 1.010 SG
Actual Alcohol by Vol: 4.7 %
Calories: 151.6 kcal/12oz

Mash Profile
Mash Name: Single Infusion, Full Body
Sparge Water: -2.02 gal
Sparge Temperature: 168.0 F
Adjust Temp for Equipment: FALSE
Est Mash PH: 5.64
Measured Mash PH: 5.20

Total Grain Weight: 180 lbs
Grain Temperature: 72.0 F
Tun Temperature: 72.0 F
Target Mash PH: 5.20
Mash Acid Addition: None
Sparge Acid Addition: None

Mash Steps
Name

Description

Mash In
Mash Out

Add 228.99 qt of water at 168.0 F
Add 89.99 qt of water at 202.9 F

Step
Step Time
Temperature
156.0 F
45 min
168.0 F
10 min

Sparge: Fly sparge with -2.02 gal water at 168.0 F
Mash Notes: Simple single infusion mash for use with most modern well modified grains (about 95% of the time).

Carbonation and Storage
Carbonation Type: Keg

Volumes of CO2: 2.4

Pressure/Weight: 13.72 PSI
Keg/Bottling Temperature: 45.0 F
Fermentation: Lager, Two Stage
Fermenter:

Carbonation Est: Keg with 13.72 PSI
Carbonation (from Meas Vol): Keg with
13.72 PSI
Age for: 30.00 days
Storage Temperature: 60.0 F

Notes
Created with BeerSmith

Wee Heavy - 202209
Wee Heavy (17 C)
Type: All Grain
Batch Size: 50.00 gal
Boil Size: 55.12 gal
Boil Time: 60 min
End of Boil Vol: 53.12 gal
Final Bottling Vol: 49.25 gal
Fermentation: Lager, Two Stage

Date: 14 Sep 2019
Brewer: Gerald W. Lester
Asst Brewer:
Equipment: Club Equipment
Efficiency: 72.00 %
Est Mash Efficiency: 73.4 %
Taste Rating: 30.0

Taste Notes:

Prepare for Brewing
◯
◯
◯
◯

No yeast starter used
Clean and Prepare Brewing Equipment
Total Water Needed: 77.72 gal
Mash Water Acid: None

Amt
80.00 gal
7.96 g

Water Prep

Name
NOLA Fall
Chalk (Mash)

Type
#
Water
1
Water Agent 2

%/IBU
-

Volume
-

Type
Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Water Agent

%/IBU
55.6 %
11.1 %
10.0 %
7.8 %
6.1 %
5.6 %
3.9 %
-

Volume
7.81 gal
1.56 gal
1.41 gal
1.09 gal
0.86 gal
0.78 gal
0.55 gal
-

Mash or Steep Grains
Mash Ingredients

Amt
100 lbs
20 lbs
18 lbs
14 lbs
11 lbs
10 lbs
7 lbs
2.64 g

Name
Pilsner (2 Row) Ger (2.0 SRM)
Munich Malt - 20L (20.0 SRM)
Melanoiden Malt (20.0 SRM)
Honey Malt (25.0 SRM)
Pale Malt, Maris Otter (3.0 SRM)
Smoked Malt (2.8 SRM)
Caramel/Crystal Malt -120L (120.0 SRM)
Chalk (Sparge)

Mash Steps
Name

Description

Mash In
Mash Out

Add 228.99 qt of water at 168.0 F
Add 89.99 qt of water at 202.9 F

◯
◯
◯
◯
Amt
20.00 oz

#
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Step
Step Time
Temperature
156.0 F
45 min
168.0 F
10 min

Sparge Water Acid: None
Fly sparge with -2.02 gal water at 168.0 F
Add water to achieve boil volume of 55.12 gal
Estimated pre-boil gravity is 1.088 SG

Boil Ingredients

Name
Lemondrop [6.00 %] - Boil 20.0 min

Type
Hop

◯ Estimated Post Boil Vol: 53.12 gal and Est Post Boil Gravity: 1.095 SG

Cool and Transfer Wort
◯ Cool wort to fermentation temperature
◯ Transfer wort to fermenter
◯ Add water if needed to achieve ﬁnal volume of 50.00 gal

#
11

%/IBU
Volume
22.8 IBUs -

Pitch Yeast and Measure Gravity and Volume
Amt
10.0 pkg

Name
Hornindal Kveik
(Omega #OYL-091)

Fermentation Ingredients

Type

#

%/IBU

Volume

Yeast

12

-

-

◯ Measure Actual Original Gravity _______
(Target: 1.095 SG)
◯ Measure Actual Batch Volume _______
(Target: 50.00 gal)

Fermentation
◯ 14 Sep 2019 - Primary Fermentation (14.00 days at 54.0 F ending at 54.0 F)
◯ 28 Sep 2019 - Secondary Fermentation (3.00 days at 62.0 F ending at 62.0 F)

Dry Hop and Bottle/Keg
◯
◯
◯
◯

Measure Final Gravity: _________ (Estimate: 1.023 SG)
Date Bottled/Kegged: 01 Oct 2019 - Carbonation: Keg with 13.72 PSI
Age beer for 30.00 days at 60.0 F
31 Oct 2019 - Drink and enjoy!

Notes

Online Marketplace Now Open!
We now have an online shop for club gear through CustomInk! The shop can be found at
https://stores.customink.com/crescent-city-homebrewers.
We’re offering club logo merchandise and are trying out some other designs as we come up
with them. If you have any ideas, or a design from days-gone-by that you’d like to see in the
shop, let us know.

Frequently Asked Questions:
Why don't you have a specific style or color? CustomInk is running this as a beta test, so the
assortment that they are offering is limited to their most popular times that they can print and
ship quickly from their various centers. They anticipate adding new items as the program
progresses.
How often will new items be added? We can update designs for the existing styles at any time.
We’ll be checking in with them frequently to add new styles to the shop.

Why don’t we have a specific design? If you have a design in mind, please send the graphic file
or a description to crescentcityhomebrewers@gmail.com, and we’ll see what we can do.
How much is this costing us? Nothing. The prices are set by CustomInk, and there are no fees
for the club. In the future we will be able to set our own prices, so we can help fund club trips
and projects.
How long until I get my order? Your order should arrive about two weeks after purchase.

Club members,
If anyone is interested in purchasing a Preserve the Reserve T-shirt for 504 Craft Beer Reserve.
Here is the link through Facebook.
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid0ouSoYAodqEdFKLoLboM2iTQtwmQG5Ypr
r6HjMX4L6R9CRP1PxQ9PTEvUXTULH3YBl&id=100063633670155&mibextid=Tuo9sz

CLUB PICS – SEPTEMBER 2022
BEER BUS

EMERAL COAST

BREWSTOCK FEST
https://www.whereyat.com/brewstock-fest-brings-out-the-homebrewers

BREW FOR THOUGHT – SEPTEMBER 2022
IN THE NEWS

Gayle Benson's Faubourg Brewing merges with 3 others to build regional craft
beer powerhouse
https://www.nola.com/news/business/article_3bc7b3ce-39ca-11ed-b932c3221229c5af.html

Urban South Brewing makes first acquisition, buying Florida-based Perfect Plain
Brewing
https://www.nola.com/news/business/article_12b9e212-3e99-11ed-a76d2bd71a201573.html

We Tasted As Many Fall Beers As We Could Find—Here Are Our Favorites
https://www.foodandwine.com/beer/best-fall-beers

THE TRUBSACK
by Mike Retzlaff

Many years ago when I started home brewing, my first few batches were extract or extract with
“specialty grains.” Within just a few batches, I went to all-grain. Following the instructions garnered
from Charlie Papazian’s book “The Complete Joy of Homebrewing”, I built a “ZAPAP” lauter tun. It
consists of two nested plastic pails. The bottom pail has a 5/16” hole drilled through the side near the
bottom. A short length of 3/8” diameter of plastic tubing is forced through the hole. A valve is
attached to the outside end of the tubing. The top pail has a series of 1/8” holes drilled through the
bottom of the upper pail. They are spaced apart enough to not touch each other and they virtually
cover the whole bottom. This is the false bottom of the rig and simply makes it a big colander.
Once fitted together, the finished mash is poured into the upper pail. The wort flows through the holes
into the bottom pail while the mash acts as a filter bed. The valve on the tubing is opened to allow the
flow of lautered wort into the kettle. The first runnings are returned to the ZAPAP and the sparging is
accomplished in the same setup. As crude as this seems, it worked just fine for a number of years. I
retired my ZAPAP when I bought a false bottom and started using an Igloo cylindrical water cooler as
a mash / lauter tun. The false bottom was eventually replaced by a bazooka screen. The march of
progress seems relentless . . .
Sometime later, I put the old upper pail, the one with all the
holes, back into service. I started using it as a hop-back. I
sanitize it and nest it at the top of my plastic fermenter. I line
the hop-back with a fine mesh nylon bag to run the wort
through. The mesh bag collects all of the hops (whole or
pelletized) along with most of the trub. It works like a champ!
A few years later, I realized that I had rediscovered a piece of
old German brewing hardware called a trubsack. The original
mesh bags look like a conical minnow net and work in exactly
the same way but strain out hops and trub instead of minnows.
Most brewers today seem to use the whirlpool technique to
collect “clean” wort for the fermenter. This really started
around 1960 and has gained popularity among brewers; at
home and commercially. It seems quite appropriate for
commercial brewers as it is less liable to hot side aeration than
the old hop back (aka hop jack). All sorts of innovative
designs are now built into many new high-end homebrew
kettles. Brewers also add hops to the whirlpool which
augments the addition of flavor and aroma without the extra
IBUs; something formerly done in the hop back. My
observations, of most home brewers who whirlpool, indicate
that they don’t deliver a cleaner wort to their fermenter than I
do with the old trubsack so I don’t have any incentive to
change. I’m not that set in my ways but I’ve never felt the
compulsion to do things just because “everybody else is doing it.” I suspect the technique of BIAB
(Brew In A Bag) is an adaptation of Dave Line’s suggested technique in his “The Big Book of
Brewing” back in the late 1970’s. His nylon mesh bag technique was pre-boil but I’ve adapted it to
post-boil.

The fine mesh nylon bags I use are 18¾” X 19” supplied by BSG (Brewers Supply Group) and are
usually readily available from your local homebrew supplier or a multitude of on-line retailers. They
snugly fit the rim of my 5 gallon plastic ZAPAP upper pail.
There seem to be endless methods of skinning a cat. Most other major aspects of brewing have a
variety of techniques to accomplish the various tasks required to make a batch of beer. Who else
brews exactly as you do? Who brews exactly like me? I’ve taught a number of others how to brew
and each of them has deviated from my methods for as many reasons as there are brewers. Some have
shown me a better or easier way and I’ve adopted some of their techniques. However, some of their
changes just make me shake my head but then, life would be boring if everyone was just like me!

NATURAL IMMUNITY

by Mike Retzlaff

The headlines of the current circus of politics versus science over vaccination for
Covid 19 and its several mutations, drew my attention to this article which
seems to chronicle “natural immunity.” It certainly gives one pause to think.
This article was written during the time of the Spanish Influenza epidemic
following WWI.
‘Breweries and tanneries and printing ink factories confer an exemption from
tuberculosis, and employees in turpentine factories never have rheumatism. Copper
mining excludes the possibility of typhoid among the workers. Sheep herders enjoy
remarkable health. Men and women working in lavender, whether gathering or
distilling it, are said never to suffer from neuralgia or nervous headache. Lavender,
moreover, is as good as a sea voyage for giving tone to the system. Salt miners can
wear summer clothes in blizzard weather without fear of catching cold, for colds are
unknown among these workers.’ - (New York "Telegraph" 1918)

SITES OF INTEREST

Crescent City Homebrewers:
Crescent City Homebrewers
CCH Member Application
Local Brewing Supply:
Brewstock
Louisiana Craft Beer Info:
Louisiana Craft Brewers Guild
Breweries:
504 Craft Beer Reserve
Big Easy Bucha
Bayou Teche Brewing Company
Brieux Carre Brewing Company
Broad Street Cider & Ale
Bywater Brew Pub
Chafunkta Brewing Company
Courtyard Brewery
Crescent City Brewhouse
Deutsches Haus
Gnarly Barley Brewing Company
Gordon Biersch
Kingfisher Cider
Miel Brewery and Taproom
New Orleans Lager and Ale Brewing Company
Old Rail Brewery
Parish Brewing
Parleaux Beer Lab
Port Orleans Brewing Company
Royal Brewery
Second Line Brewing
Skeeta Hawk Brewing
Urban South Brewery
Zony Mash Beer Project
Member Pages:
Crescent City Brew Talk

